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ARC Training Centre in 
Optimisation Technologies, Integrated 

Methodologies, and Applications

- A solution to your optimisation challenge. 
- Access to experts in a Centre of over100 members.
- PhD student undertaking placement in industry. 
- New IP for industry partners to commercialise.
- Optimisation training for our industry partners’ 

employees. 
- Optimisation toolkit developed for industry needs.

Kate Smith-Miles
Centre Director

“The internship experience for OPTIMA PhD 
students is a great immersion into real-world 
complexities. Beyond my PhD project, I have 
also been able to help solve another problem 
that some AGL employees were discussing. 
The interaction between academia and 
industry, supported by OPTIMA, shows that 
we can all bene�t from the collaboration.”
- Nadhir Hassen (OPTIMA PhD Student and 
AGL intern) Peter Stuckey

Deputy-
Director

Chief Investigators



By connecting industry partners with world-leading 

interdisciplinary researchers and talented students, 

OPTIMA will work with our industry partners to 

solve their complex industry problems and guide 

their decisions. With expertise in mathematics, 

statistics, computer science, engineering, and 

economics our researchers will advance an indus-

try-ready optimisation toolkit while providng 

training to industry practitioners and  young resear-

chers, producing a highly skilled workforce  in  

industrial transformation.

AGL - Con�guring wind farm turbines to gain 

green energy production, reduced maintenance 

costs and increased revenue.
Melbourne Water - Developing an e�cient 

rainwater system to meet customer demand 

whilst improving platypus river habitats and 

reducing �ooding.

Boeing - Determining the minimum number 

of experimental �ight tests for an aircraft resul-

ting in reduced costs and time to market.

MECCA - Streamlining the incorporation of 

new products, planning for promotions, and 

recognising emerging trends to obtain 

su�cient stock on time.

OUR PARTNER’S
CHALLENGES

INCLUDE

OPTIMA
PARTNERS

SE Water - Large scale optimisation of the 

numbers and locations of meters and moni-

toring devices.

Probe CX- Performance optimisation of 

call centre operations for sta�ng and call 

routing procedures.

OPTIMA is an ARC 
Industrial Transformation 

Training Centre with 18 Chief 
Investigators and over 100 
researchers across Monash 

University and the University 
of Melbourne


